PROGRESS   OR  RETROGRESSION?
that eventually all cases involving Religious Law will be heard
in the Civil Courts, along the lines of the Judicial system in
force in present-day Turkey. Steps towards that end have been
the appointment wherever possible of Civil Judges to act also as
Qadhts of the Sharcf Courts/ and the passing of a law legalizing
the transfer of law cases from Sham' Courts to Civil Courts.
These steps have been facilitated both by the ability of the
'Iraqi Civil Judges to administer the Shara* Law and by the
evident approval of a substantial portion of the public who
have found in Turkey, both past and present, the model for
'Iraqi statecraft.
In the administration of justice in tribal areas, the application
of the Tribal Criminal and Civil Disputes Regulations2 has
continued but with much controversy. On the one hand, it has
been held that the tribes represent a class unfamiliar with the
laws and conventions applicable in a more highly civilized
society, but possessing a code which, although harsh and even
repellent, is definite and is recognized among themselves. The
code, according to this view, should be applied to the tribes
through the Tribal Disputes Regulations until such time as the
normal system of justice can be brought into force among them.
This has been the viewpoint of the Ministry of Interior charged
with administering the Regulations. On the other hand, it is
contended that two systems of justice should not exist side by
side in Iraq; that much evasion of justice has already occurred
through non-tribesmen claiming the right to be tried under the
Regulations; and that tribesmen must be assimilated by the
body politic. This opinion, although it may not be put forward
officially by the Ministry of Justice, has nevertheless influenced
the policy of responsible 'Iraqi officials in the Ministry. It has
also been repeatedly presented in the Chamber, principally by
urban deputies who in their speeches have voiced the prejudices
of the greater part of the townsmen of'Iraq.
1	In 1931, Civil Court Judges were also Shara* Qadhis in 24 places.
2	As amended, December a8th, 1924.  See Compilation, 1934, p. 63.
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